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1. Problems in Agriculture and rural area of China(1)

1.1 Slowly increasing of farmers’ income
1.2 Economy Unbalance between urban and rural areas is enlarging
1.3 The development of advanced productivity is restricted by the management of farmer households
1. Problems in Agriculture and rural area of China (2)

1.4 Even though much attentions are pay on environment, more difficulties existing in sustainable development.

1.5 Severity competition from international agri-product is faced by China agriculture.

1.6 The employment problems of surplus labour force in the villages.
2. Agricultural Policies Based on the Above Problems (1)

2. 1 Adjustment of Industrial Structure
   -- Planting
   -- Agriculture
   -- Rural industry
2. Agricultural Policies Based on the Above Problems (2)

2.2 Encouraging agricultural labor-force moving to the town
   --Transfering the right of land utilization
   --Abolishing register system and other obstacles in labor-force transferring
   --Protecting the legal rights of farmers working in the town
2. Agricultural Policies Based on the Above Problems (3)

2.3 Increasing the support to agriculture
   --Gross
   --Emphasizing utilization of green box policies
   --Direct subsidy

2.4 Lightening the burden of farmers

2.5 Market-orientation reform in the marketing of staple agricultural products
2. Agricultural Policies Based on the Above Problems (4)

2.6 Increasing the support to the poor people and the middle west area

2.7 Encouraging the development of private and foreign-owned enterprises in agriculture

2.8 Promoting the development of sustainable agriculture and rural environment construction in rural China
2. Agricultural Policies Based on the Above Problems (5)

2.9 Establishing rural social security system
2.10 Protecting the legal rights of farmers
2.11 The programming of building well-off society in the first twenty years of this century
3. Policy Suggestions Specially for the APCAEM in China and Other Countries (1)

3.1 Through transferring the right of land utilization and ownership to enlarge farm size, and improve agro-productivity.

3.2 Through providing technical assistance of engineering and machinery for ecological fragile poor areas.
   -- Mountainous area—Erosion prevention
   -- Grassland area—Anti-sandy waste
   -- Arid area—Water conservancy
3. Policy Suggestions Specially for the APCAEM in China and Other Countries (2)

3.3 Implementing the policy of Micro-credit to encourage the development of small enterprise in poverty-striken area
--Eating trade
--Processing enterprise
--Retail store
--Repair shop
3. Policy Suggestions Specially for the APCAEM in China and Other Countries (3)

3.4 Providing financial aid in purchasing machines of processing, irrigation, harvesting and transportation.

--Public finance
--Credit
--Raising funds from masses
3. Policy Suggestions Specially for the APCAEM in China and Other Countries (4)

3.5 Organizing the neighborhood service center in utilizing and managing engineering and machinery
--Cooperative for agricultural machinery and utilization
--Consultancy company for engineering management
--Policy-making in organization and management